
One red valentine
Two red valentines
Three red valentines
Four
I'll                         
cut and cut and
paste and paste
and then make twenty 
more

hold 1 finger up
hold 2 fingers up
hold 3 fingers up
hold 4 fingers up
point to self
use 2 finger scissors
brush back of hand
show 10 fingers, 2 times

Actions

One     red          val - en  - tine,        two       red         val - en - tines,

three       red           val - en - tines,           four ______________    I'll

cut        and          cut        and          paste      and        paste      and 

then        make         twen    -      ty                more _____________.

One Red ValentineOne Red ValentineKey F  first note  “so”(C)

a cappella count-in:  one, two, ready, sing...
 anon.

One Red Valentine
Sing the song once with actions,  or turn it into a beat-counting practice/game.  The beat, as 
always, keeps going on as the singers think the first bar of music and start singing with the words  
“two red ...”  etc.   If you haven’t tried this kind of song before, check out the mp4 with the 
counting tick to help.  

piano
core, 1, beat, February, holiday, supplement 2



This simple song is an excellent way to practice internalizing the beat.  Sing the full song as is.  Then sing it again 
without vocalizing “one red valentine”  (the actions will help students to stay together).  Next time leave out the first 
two lines above  “one red valentine, two red valentines” and then start singing.  Continue this way until the only 
word being sung is “more”, which will probably end up being shouted enthusiastically. 

If many students have difficulty coming in at the correct time, mouth the words to help keep them together.   Wean 
them off this help gradually, perhaps helping to mark the beat by moving your shoulders slightly, or tapping one toe.  
Remember that being able to keep a beat is a developmental learning. 

1.

2.

3.

Ask students to count how many valentines you make in the song (trick question eh?)
Sing and do the actions.  (24 valentines)

Students join in doing the actions while they listen a second time.

Students do actions and sing.
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New Song:  New Song:  One Red Valentine

One red valentine
Two red valentines
Three red valentines
Four
I'll                         
cut and cut and
paste and paste
and then make twenty 
more

hold 1 finger up
hold 2 fingers up
hold 3 fingers up
hold 4 fingers up
point to self
use 2 finger scissors
brush back of hand
show 10 fingers, 2 times

Actions

One     red          val - en  - tine,        two       red         val - en - tines,

three       red           val - en - tines,           four ______________    I'll

cut        and          cut        and          paste      and        paste      and 

then        make         twen    -      ty                more _____________.

One Red ValentineKey F  first note  “so”(C)

a cappella count-in:  one, two, ready, sing...
 anon.



One red valentine, two red valentines Three red valentines, four I'll cut and cut and paste and paste and then make twenty more.

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

Body:  Stretches or Shoulder Shrugs
Rhythm:  Reading Rhythm Flashcards

AA

Work Page
   *reading rhythm and pitch
            with song:  Valentine, Red and Blue

Song:  Valentine, Red and Blue
    Pitch:  Matching Solfa  “so-mi-la”

Drum Pattern Movement (see page 147)
CC

BB

Music Maps: Placing in Order
    *class or small group activity

Enjoying the Repertoire
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Focus:  different cultures,       pitch

Lesson

bFebruaryFebruaryFebruaryFebruaryFebruary 12

AA Pitch:  Pitch:  Ordering Music Maps

Place all four music maps for 
One Red Valentine on the 
pocket chart  BUT, mix up 
their order.

1

2

3

4

5
6

Sing the song.  Teacher and 
students use their hands to 
show the melody changes  
(up and down).

Ask:  “Which one of the melody maps shows the beginning of the song, and how do 
you know?”

When a student chooses a map, place the map at the beginning.   Sing it with students  ---
move your hand the correct way to show pitch.  If it matches what is on the map, 
congratulate the student.   If it doesn’t match,  sing the first 3 notes (which stay on the same 
pitch), and say:  “Look for the map with 3 notes at the beginning that stay the same.”

Two of the maps begin with 3 notes on the same pitch (at the same height), continue working 
at the first line until finding the correct map.

Repeat until all 4 maps are in the correct order for this song.   Sing the song, pointing to 
each place on the map as it is sung.

Mix up the maps and let students try again from the beginning to put them in order.

Repeat the above process with music maps for another familiar song.

Make multiple copies of a song’s maps.  Sing the song with students, using hands to show 
melody changes.   Students, in small groups, attempt to put the maps into the correct 
order for this song.    

OROR

Music maps for songs are found in 
the Pitch File.

Dance & DramaDance & Drama(A) (B)

MusicMusic(C)



Rhythm Counting

1.  say and clap the word

2.  students say and clap the word

3.  students show with their fingers,
                  the number of claps/the rhythm
                  for the word

If you are using the pocket chart, you'll need 
32 hearts.  Adding a few of the words from 
above will make the counting easier.   See 
samples on next page.

heart(1)          valentine(3)
February(4)    pasting(2)
cutting(2)        red(1)              

Song:   One Red Valentine,   Key F  first note "so"(C)
              a cappella count-in:  1  2  3  4  One red ...
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Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

The  first song is in the key of F.   Use 
this Key to pitch match and it tunes 
the voice and ear for singing.

Pitch:  Matching Solfa   “So-Mi-La”
Key F

A

C

Dla

so

mi

so
so
so
so
so

mi
mi
la
so
mi

la
mi
la
la
so

so
so
so
so
so

mi
la
mi
mi
la

If you use the recorded solfa warm-ups, 
include a live performance of the 
handsigns for students to copy.    OR  use 
the warm-up videos.

Learning Music Concepts  Learning Music Concepts  Beat Counting

Begin with a few Rhythm Counts.   Ask students to show, with their 
fingers, the rhythm counts for a few February words.

By now, most students will easily be able to show rhythm counts.   
Commend the class.   “Songs and words have rhythm, they also 
have beats.     How is the beat different from the rhythm? (beats are 
steady pulses, beats come in groups    versus    rhythms can be short or long or a 

combination,  rhythms change in a song)   A clock ticks on a beat.  
Windshield wipers in the car move back and forth on a beat.   They 
make a steady sound or action.”

“Counting beats is very different from rhythm counting.

First we need a song   ---like One Red Valentine!”
And we need a beat pocket chart  (or page if you have projection).

The difference 
between beat 
and rhythm is a 
b a s i c  m u s i c  
concept.

I'm going to put beats/hearts on the pocket chart.   As I put them 
up, count them silently and be ready to tell me the number."  (Stop 
several times as you are putting the hearts on the chart and ask for the number, 
then continue the count.)
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Beat Counting

1          2           3          4          5           6          7          8

9         10         11        12         13        14        15         16

17        18         19        20         21        22        23        24

25        26         27         28        29         30       31         32

One     two      three    four      One      two     ready     sing

Begin with the  song count-in, and using a pointer, follow the hearts on the chart as everyone sings 
"One Red Valentine."    "How many beats in this song?"  (32)

Ask a student to use the pointer while the class sings the song and claps the beat.
Ask another student to use the pointer while the class stands and steps the beat.
Ask another student to use the pointer while the class claps on every darker coloured  beat,

and pats knees on the lighter coloured beats.
(This mimics the meter,  the beat pattern in this song.)

"Excellent.  You have the beat!   Now here's a challenge  ---I'm putting the pointer away.  
No more pointer.   You need to use your eyes to follow the hearts.   I'll sing and stop part 
way through the song.   Then I'll ask someone to come up here and show  the heart 
where I stopped singing.  (Point to the count-in hearts as you begin, then stop pointing when 
you sing "One red...")  Ready to try?   Here we go!"

Repeat this several times.  It’s a fun challenge.  

Beat Counting

1          2           3          4          5           6          7          8

9         10         11        12         13        14        15         16

17        18         19        20         21        22        23        24

25        26         27         28        29         30       31         32

One     two      three    four      One      two     ready     sing

One     red     valen -  tine,     two                   valen - tines,

Three   red                   tines,    four ________________    I'll

cut       and       cut                                       

then    make                             more______________________.

The simplest beat counting chart/page has 
rows of beats, all the same colour, with no 
numbers on them.   In Grade One, a beat 
counting page with extra cues is helpful as 
some students will still be working on number 
concepts.  By the end of Grade Two-Grade 
Three, most students will be able to follow the 
beat using a page with blank hearts/symbols 
and no word cues.

This beat counting chart/page is the same as 
the one on the work page for Lesson 22b.   
The first two lines of the song have most of 
the words to help students know where to 
point as they are singing.   The “real” activity 
comes in the part with fewer words.   
Students who can “feel” the beat, will 
continue to move their finger steadily along 
each line.   



"Chay Chay Cool--eh" is from Ghana, Africa.   People in Ghana use patterns in their 
songs and in a special cloth they weave called Kente.   Kente cloth is made on looms that 
are 20cm wide.   Strips of cloth are then sewn together to make larger pieces of cloth.  

I can do music in Lesson  22 .  My name is _________________________________

c.
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Ask me to sing the leader's part in "Chay Chay Cool-eh"!

I can do music in Lesson  22 .  My name is _________________________________
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Beat Counting

1          2           3          4          5           6          7          8

9         10         11        12         13        14        15         16

17        18         19        20         21        22        23        24

25        26         27         28        29         30       31         32

One     two      three    four      One      two     ready     sing

One     red     valen -  tine,     two                   valen - tines,

Three   red                   tines,    four ________________    I'll

cut       and       cut                                       

then    make                             more______________________.

Thinking About Beats  ---can you answer these questions?

1.   Why are the hearts all the same size?
2.   Why are some of the hearts darker?

Put your finger on Heart 1.  
Now as you sing the song,
   move your finger from heart to heart steadily.
          1.  Why does the word "more" have four hearts?

     2.  Why does the word "red" have only one heart?

Ask me the thinking questions!

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

Practice and ReviewPractice and Review

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance

Optional IdeasOptional Ideas

Focus:  Listening Game
Beat/Rhythm:  Dipsy Doodle(page 150)

AA

Work Page
    *beat countingBeat Counting

Chay Chay Cool-Eh!

BB

Patterns
    *work page with Kente Cloth patterns
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Lesson Plan for  22 b   Ends  Here

Focus:  different cultures,       pitch

Lesson

bFebruaryFebruaryFebruaryFebruaryFebruary 22

Repeat the lesson activity from 22a, but 
this time have students at their desks, 
each with their own beat counting chart.

"Dipsy Doodle" is built on form/patterns.  
Reinforce the concept of pattern by having 
students fill in the Kente Cloth(from Ghana) 
with colour. 

Pattern colours are like a visual echo.  
Enlarge this page to display size, and do 
one with the class before asking students to 
complete their own.

Re-enforce 
the
music 
elements.

Expand on
cultural

connections,
with a 

musical element.

AA

BB

Dance & DramaDance & Drama(A) (B)

MusicMusic(C)



I can do music in Lesson  22 .  My name is _________________________________
c.
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Beat Counting

1          2           3          4          5           6          7          8

9         10         11        12         13        14        15         16

17        18         19        20         21        22        23        24

25        26         27         28        29         30       31         32

One     two      three    four      One      two     ready     sing

One     red     valen -  tine,     two                   valen - tines,

Three   red                   tines,    four ________________    I'll

cut       and       cut                                       

then    make                             more______________________.

Thinking About Beats  ---can you answer these questions?

1.   Why are the hearts all the same size?
2.   Why are some of the hearts darker?

Put your finger on Heart 1.  
Now as you sing the song,
   move your finger from heart to heart steadily.
          1.  Why does the word "more" have four hearts?

     2.  Why does the word "red" have only one heart?

Ask me the thinking questions!



Beat Counting

1          2           3          4          5           6          7          8

9         10         11        12         13        14        15         16

17        18         19        20         21        22        23        24

25        26         27         28        29         30       31         32

One     two      three    four      One      two     ready     sing

One     red     valen -  tine,     two                   valen - tines,

Three   red                   tines,    four ________________    I'll

cut       and       cut                                       

then    make                             more______________________.
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Gr. 1 Song RevisitedGr. 1 Song Revisited  One Red Valentine

One       red           val - en   - tine,         two        red             val - en - tines,

three       red             val - en - tines,         four _______________.           I'll

cut         and            cut          and         paste       and            paste      and

then       make            twen    -    ty               more ______________.   

2
4

hold 1 finger up in front of you                      hold 2 fingers up

hold 3 fingers up                                               hold 4 fingers up                 point to self

use 2 fingers to make scissor-like cutting;         wave hand as if pasting

show all 10 fingers,  then do it again for "20"

One Red Valentine
anon

Key F, first note C(so)
a cappella count-in:  1  2 1  2  One red...
 

Challenge students to figure out what the song is about as you do the actions and 
mouth the words without singing aloud.

Invite students to do the actions with you while they listen to the song once.

This time, invite students to sing the word "valentine" every time they hear it.

Now try having the class sing.  If the tune is wobbly, sing it with the class once 
using your hands to go up and down with the pitch.

Turn the song into a game.  As with the Hockey Song, leave an additional part out 
each time it is sung.

1

2

3

4

5

Dance the Song Gather students into a circle. Join hands.  

One red valentine, two red valentines
Three red valentines, four
I'll cut and cut
and paste and paste
and

take four steps to the right
take four step to the left
everyone takes two steps into circle centre
everyone takes two steps back out
-----"pause"

Both the song and the dance are very simple.   The challenge is to do them together, through all the 
times when parts of the singing are left out but the dancing continues.   It will end with the very last 
verse being danced mostly in silence!   Different and fun.

CC
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